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AutoCAD has a full-featured drafting and design application as well as extensive support for the fabrication and
manufacturing of 3D solid and surface models. In the early days, its primary users were architects, engineers, and

students. AutoCAD is still primarily used in the fields of architecture, engineering, construction, and drafting but it
has also become the standard CAD program for education, design, prototyping, mechanical engineering, and

similar fields. It can be used for 3D model visualisation as well. AutoCAD is a general-purpose application, but
most users limit their use of the product to designing two-dimensional (2D) plans, sheets, and sections. The product

also supports modelling 3D solids, arcs and surfaces, extrusions and revolved profiles, primitives, and geometric
and topological editing. AutoCAD may be used to design buildings, roads, water and sewer systems, air-rights,
landscaping, systems for electrical power, rail and bus systems, and any other place where drawings are needed.
Users can import and export files in many CAD formats, including AutoCAD DWG, DWF, DXF, GH4, IGES,

IFC, MCAD, NC, NDS, Parasolid, PLT, STEP, SVG, and WorldSpace. The software supports plug-ins and
AutoCAD can be used as a CAD server for a networked environment, or to publish documents on the Internet.
With AutoCAD, users can draw, modify, measure, and manage drawings with tools and commands. A host of

command line and GUI (graphical user interface) tools allow users to create new objects, modify existing ones, and
link them to one another. A drawing can contain text, other drawings, dimensions, annotations, and objects.

Various elements such as rectangles, arcs, polylines, splines, and polygons can be moved, turned, or resized. The
software can be used to store data, and various reports and animations can be prepared. The product can be run on

a single desktop computer, a networked workstation, or a server. The cost of the product is discounted for extended
enterprise use. AutoCAD is available in English, Spanish, French, German, Japanese, Simplified and Traditional

Chinese, Korean, Portuguese, Romanian, and Russian. A free trial version is available. Key Features of AutoCAD •
Architecture, engineering, construction, and manufacturing support
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What's New in the?

Add a link to Microsoft PowerPoint documents or web pages in AutoCAD. User-defined measurement units: The
default measurement units of AutoCAD were metric in 2019, but by default, you can now define your own unit
system (such as imperial, metric, or both). You can create your own custom measurement unit system by choosing
a new system from the System menu, and you can store any combination of units and prefixes in your own
measurement units table. (New features for 2023: 10:15 min.) 2D Smart Guides: Place and align 2D features using
a friendly dialog box. Coordinates: You can now coordinate a feature based on the pixel origin, and also use object
grips for absolute coordinates. (New features for 2023: 5:45 min.) Drawing grips: In addition to the existing
(right/left/up/down) grips, you can now create grips on the side, and place them along any curve, line, or arc. You
can also choose any of these new grips to access the command to quickly draw the line/arc or
region/polyline/circle. (New features for 2023: 6:45 min.) Drawing annotations: Create annotations with a new side
or underline type of grip, and draw a line or arrow with the line type of grip. (New features for 2023: 7:15 min.)
Command reference (New features for 2023): 5:30 min.) Windows: Perform commands in the background when
you’re working in a different window. (New features for 2023: 1:25 min.) Filters: Add a filter to the default in-app
filter list. 2D Surface Elements: Display 2D surface objects. 2D Layers and 3D layers: The following new features
for the 2D and 3D layers dialog boxes. (New features for 2023: 5:00 min.) Generate layers from a drawing.
Generate up to 64 levels of sublayers, from the specified drawing, and add or remove sublayers. Group layers.
Group layers together and reuse layers. Group layers as you draw, or group layers by selecting them in the layers
dialog box. Create an unlimited number of groups for any single layer. Change layers with existing groups.
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64bit) Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Intel or AMD Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk: 15
GB available space Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c Input Device: Keyboard and Mouse
Network Connection: Broadband Internet Connection Additional Notes: All zip files must be unzipped before
installing. You will receive this verification message when you install this product: Please verify that you are
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